
Coalition for the Liberation of Southern Africa
c/o Washington Office on Africa
11Q Maryland Ave., N.E •

. Washington,D.C. ~0002

(202) 546-7961

October tl, 1976

Dear Friends in the Coalition,

The steering committee meeting scheduled for this past weekend in Jackson,
~ssissippi had to be cancelled because too few groups could be represented.
Six grou~s had planned to attend: Chicago (CCLAMG),. Syracuse (SCOSAL), Madison
(MACSA), ACOA from New York, the Washington Office on Africa, and, of course,
Freedom Information Service which had agreed to host the meeting. We had re
ceived no communications from any other groups except for a letter on the
Namibia mass action campaign from the Bay Area Namibia Action Group. Ken'
Lawrence of F I.S. and we decided Thursday night, October 7, that we could not
expect to hold a successful meeting with this few people, particularly considering
the significant cost it would have entailed for the groups who were going to be
represented. ' The late planning of the meeting was partly to blame for the low
level of planned participation: CCLAMG had planned to prepare the agenda, but the
person who is the ~son with the Coalition went into the hospital unexpectedly,
so we prepared the agenda late from Washington. But this was probably not the
only problem.

It seems to us here in Washington that a national co-ordination body is
as urgent as ever, particularly considering two recent deveiopments : the
uprisings in South Africa and the intensified u.S. efforts to salva'ge western
int rests as the struggle in southern Africa has ,Intensified. Many of the
groups in the Coalition have responded to these events separately, but e
didn't use the Coalition at all as a vehicle to'strengthen our actions or
communicate more about them.

It therefore seems to us ~hat we have to seriously re-evaluate how the
Coalition can be useful to building our collective work and what we can realistically
expect to accomplish through the Coalition. Obviously, the best way to do this
is in a national meeting of the whole Coalition, but we clearly are not capable
of holding such a meeting right away_ The only other alternative we can suggest
is to poll all Coalition members by mail on various alternatives on where to go
from here, compile and distribute the responses, and plan from there.

After brief conversations with people from a few groups in the Coalition
about this, it s ems to us that the following are some of the ~lternatives we
should consider:

OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF THE COALITION

1. Reschedule the steering committee meeting for sometime in mid- to lat -November,
an9 ncourage as many groups in the Coalition as possible to come. Given the
low projected attendance to the Jackson meeting, we might want to consider
holding it in a more accessible place. Th fir3t major agenda item should be
an eva uation of our past work and an assessment of what we can do in the future.
We would also try to change our m thod of r cruitment to find a better way to
try to broaden the cornpositio~ of the Coalition.
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This option would probably be based on the belief that the Coalition is
useful and viable, and that we can improve its workings significantly within
a similar style ,of operation. Or it could be a way to either develop more
limited goals for the Coalition (perhaps more of a communication rather than
national action role), or to build toward options ~ or 3.

2. Call a national meeting to develop a national mass action campaign on southern
Africa. This meeting could be called either to develop the Namibia action we
have already discussed, or to discuss and develop this and other actions that
might be proposed. For' this meeting we would invite all groups that might be
interested, not just m mber groups of the Coalition.

This option is b sed on the idea that the Coalition hit on something when
we tried to prepare to build a national campaign, but that the Coalition is
too small and'limited a group to fully plan and accomplish this alone. This
meeting would obviously require a lot of work and resources.

3. With other groups - and with significant black and working class leadership 
plan a national meeting to form a new nation~l coalition on southern Africa.
This option would also require a lot of time and resourc s, and a group to take
responsibility for trying to make it happen.

The ,option is based on the idea that th Coalition is not the best
organization for future national co-ordination, and that we and others can build
a better one-. It suggests that the Coalition is not sufficiently broadly-
based and that we have not succ eded in bringing in-more broadly-based groups
and the many important groups and coa1~tions which have formed and/or done new
important work on southern Africa since the 1975 Madison conference.

In order to proceed in any of these (or.other) directions, it's really
necessary for all groups to respond to this letter;

Please w~ite to us by November I to say how you' think the Coalition should
proceed and why.

If you think anotfier idea is better than any of the three I have s~ggested,

describe it. You can use the enclosed questionnaire or w~ite us a letter .
addressing the questions. We are suggesting in.our responses that we try to
describe our reasons briefly, sine this written compilation unfortunately has
to tak the place of a full discussion.

We look forward to hearing from you, and promise to compile t~e responses
and mail them out within a week of receiving them, so we all get something for
our labor.

A Luta Continua!!
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COALITION QUESTIONNAIRE

I" The Coalition so far

A. Has the National Coalition for the Liberation of Southern Africa
strength ned th work of your group and improved your communication with
other groups? What have be n the most useful activities,of th Coalition
(for thIs, it might be "useful to refer to the Oct. 1 "Progress Report")?"
If it hasn't" been useful, briefly, what do you think the reasons are?

B. Do you think the Coalition can strength n your work now and in the
: uture? In what ways: news hotlin ? communication among groups?
developing and impl~menting national co-ordinated actions?

II. What to do now

A'. Which option - 1, 2 or 3 - do you think is the best way for the Coalition
to proceed? Why? If some of the options look like a bad idea to you, why?
If you think option 2 or 3 is best, do you h~ve ideas for who could pull it
together and how?

B. D you think a dif~erent ,approach now makes more sense, other than
options 1, 2 or 3? D scribe it and give a reasons.
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